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The Partnership
Once again Bowller and Viridian Solar have teamed up, but this time with a difference. Together we are working to
make positive change and continue to cut carbon emissions via the work we do. The Forest Fusion Partnership is a
tree planting initiative and across the board this will see thousands of new trees planted and grown. Viridian Solar
have agreed that for each Clearline fusion solar panel installed 2x new trees will be planted. The trees will be
primarily planted in Scotland and further locations in the developing world to be added as the project expands.
Bowller are one of the first Fusion Forest partners to collaborate with Viridian Solar in creating this green initiative
and with both businesses being Cambridgeshire based we are well placed to work in close conjunction with one
another to maximise the opportunity. Both businesses are combining forces to change the traditionally
transactional relationship panel providers share with their installers. The collaboration will also incorporate the
work from two charities to make positive actions in a world where cutting carbon is becoming increasingly
necessary and very current.

Trees for Life / Eden Reforestation Projects
The two tree planting charity partners selected for this project are on a mission to rewild areas across the planet.
Trees for Life have an aim to enable restoration of the globally unique Caledonian Forest. This Forest has already
had circa 2 million trees planted, and the charity has the ambition of restoring the forest to the majority of
Scotland as it once was. Eden Reforestation Projects operate in 9 countries including Nepal, Mozambique, Haiti,
Madagascar, and Indonesia. The charity aims to reduce poverty by employing local people and moreover ensuring
the newly planted trees survive to adulthood.
The initiative is set to directly remove carbon emissions from the earth’s atmosphere, whilst simultaneously
restoring habitats for wildlife, and preventing soil erosion. The Bowller Group have used Viridian Solar as a
preferred panel provider for over a decade and this partnership highlights the desire and willingness to work
together in creating solutions to move forward. With all Clearline fusion solar panels being MCS approved, and
The Bowller Group listed as the first ever MCS accredited Solar installer, both businesses share a common goal, to
help people into the world of renewable & green energy.

"This project only further cements our view that
they (Viridian Solar) are going over & above to
create a better and brighter future" - Steve Bowller,

CEO & Founder, The Bowller Group

Viridian Solar produce Clearline fusion, arguably the best integrated solution in industry and specialise in the
new build housing market. It manufactures a universal mounting system that can be used to create an
aesthetically pleasing finish with any slate, tile, or similar roof solution. It is the only roof-integrated system that
Bowller use and is preferable for any PM, Architect, Developer, or builder who is considering integrated Solar for
any project.

Founding Forest Fusion Partner
Founder & CEO Steve Bowller was questioned on becoming one of the founding Forest Fusion Partners and he
shared the following comments ‘I’ve known the Viridian team for many years and remember them starting their
business here in Cambridge. They have always been a market leader in their chosen field and this project only
further cements our view that they are going over & above to create a better & brighter future’. As renewable
energy enthusiasts we are delighted to pioneer this project with Viridian Solar, and we are excited to watch the
integrated Solar market explode next year with the Part L changes to building regs. Viridian Solar CEO, Stuart
Elmes added: ‘We have been working with Bowller for many years and are delighted that the company is
supporting the Fusion Forest initiative to restore forest ecosystems around the world. Beautiful, aesthetic solar
panels for your roof combined with reforestation – what’s not to like’.
The Bowller Group was created helping people since the 1980s and has continually remained ahead of the curve
in both the roofing and renewable energy industries. As the first ever MCS registered Solar installer, a true
pioneer in the market and have seen the story blossom through the initial honeymoon period during the feed-in
tariff boom yet remained consistent in heling people in moving over to renewable energy. Today they are no
longer limited to Solar installations and offer a holistic renewable energy proposition including, Solar
photovoltaic, Solar Thermal, EV charging, Green Roofs, Living Walls, and Battery Storage solutions.
Viridian Solar founded in 2003 is renowned for being the only manufacturer of fully integrated high quality Solar
solutions. It launched a successful range of integrated water heating panels in 2007, before moving on to solar
photovoltaic versions in 2010. It has become so integral in the market that Marley have recently acquired the
business further cementing its place as the number one integrated Solar PV solution in the market.

